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COLLECTIONS AND ACCESS 
FACEBOOK AS EXAMPLE
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COLLABORATIONS
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DIGITAL BORN COLLECTIONS 
LEGAL DEPOSIT
The Danish webarchive
• 20+ billion ”documents”
• 700 TB data
• Growth ~140 TB per year
Radio/TV
• 2.3 million hours of audio & video
• Over 2.5 PB of data
• Growth ~400 TB per year
Works 
• books (40.000), audio books (10.000), newspapers (daily from 55 publishers), sheet music, texts (200) + 
pilot projects
Interactives
• Games (1100), Apps (30)
Audio
• all published CD’s 
november 2017
DIGITAL BORN COLLECTIONS 
NON LEGAL DEPOSIT





• 1.5 million fotos
Books
• 1000+ early prints
• 40.000 (digital on demand) 
Journals






• 35 million pages
Audio


















• still image  
• screen filmning  
• harvesting via API











• no moving images
• no sound
• one moment in time
• page layout can be identified and mapped out, 
including the potential culturally specific meanings
that reside in the visual properties (cf. Pauwels, 
2011, 2012)
• syntactical analysis of interrelated textual
elements, mapping out weak or strong relations 
between elements and hierarchies between
elements (cf. Brügger, 2007; Brügger, 2010b) 
• the page’s style (cf. Engholm, 2002) and how the 
page communicates through its graphical design, 
content design, interaction design and social 
design (cf. Engholm & Klastrup, 2010) …
STILL IMAGE RQ’s
Advantages




• development over 
time 







• research of movements and sounds, eg. all sorts 
of video and audio analysis of interactions and 
events
• moment-by-moment development of the web 
page and the timing of events
• micro-events in interacting with a facebook page, 
eg. how messages are edited before they are
sent and equally how new messages come in 
while initial messages are still being typed




• capture of entire
page’s content






• access to 
otherwise hidden
data
• possible to 








● videos are not 
playable (instead, 
link to live web)
● no capture of 
streamed content





• classification: similarity of user profiles on 
different social networks (Malhotra et al. 2012)
• quantification: privacy awareness: low
percentage of users change default privacy
settings (Rauber et al. 2011)
• quantitative content analysis: Barack Obama 
portrayed more positively described across









• access to otherwise
hidden data  
• capture of linked-to 
content (if included in 
the crawling)
• possible to manage
data as big data
• robust format 
(warc/arc)
• look and feel like
version (except for 
some applications, ie. 
flash, java script … )WEB CRAWLING
Disadvantages
• temporal delimitation
• spatial delimitation (to 
some extent)
• no capture of 
streamed content
• no capture of videos
WEB CRAWLING
• All the kind of studies as with the previous
methods, except for the video and audio analysis
• Link analysis: 22 % of webpages contain
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